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Abstract

There are nearly 50 electoral authoritarian regimes in the world, making them the most common
regime type aside from democracy. In these settings, the ruling party permits opposition but
stifles their chances to win. Why do individuals run for legislative office on opposition versus
ruling party tickets in such regimes? My paper explores this puzzle in the context of Tanza-
nia, where the ruling party has been in power for over 50 years. I develop an original theory
of candidacy in electoral authoritarian regimes by leveraging semi-structured elite interviews
with legislators and party activists. The theory highlights (1) the importance of pre-election
intraparty politics; (2) heterogeneity in benefits desired from office and benefits gained from
losing ; (3) willingness to bear non-monetary candidacy costs; and (4) how life trajectories from
“career partisanship” versus civic activism impact later candidacy decisions. In this paper, I
outline the theory and evaluate how well it explains differences between opposition and ruling
party candidates using a survey conducted with national legislators in Tanzania. Employing a
number of innovative survey techniques, including the “life history calendar,” I find my theory
can account for as much as 80% of variation in the party affiliation of legislators.
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1 Introduction

About 30% of regimes in the world are governed by electoral authoritarianism, in which a ruling

party allows opposition without true challenges to their incumbency (Miller, 2015). The majority

(53%) of electoral authoritarian regimes are found in sub-Saharan Africa, where such governments

rule over half of the countries in the sub-continent. Despite the worldwide ubiquity of electoral au-

thoritarianism, existing scholarship has yet to explain why individuals participate in the opposition.

In this paper, I ask: Why do some individuals run for legislative office on opposition tickets rather

than for the ruling party? 1 This question is important because democracy requires robust com-

petition, but we do not yet understand how opposition transforms from episodic anti-government

challengers into viable electoral alternatives.

The literature on candidacy in advanced democracies contends that prospective candidates

are strategic actors who weigh the benefits and costs of running, as well as election prospects

(Aldrich, 2011; Black, 1972; Cox, 1997; Rohde, 1979; Schlesinger, 1966). At face value, this intuition

is problematic for understanding opposition candidacy in electoral authoritarian regimes. In these

settings, the chances of winning are low, the benefits belong to the victorious ruling party, and

financial and non-monetary costs are high. Meanwhile, the electoral authoritarianism literature

argues that opportunities for ruling party co-optation and the consumption value of “fighting the

good fight” are the primary motivations for opposition participation.2

Drawing on semi-structured interviews from Tanzania, I argue these accounts are missing

four critical aspects of candidacy. First, previous explanations omit the role of intraparty politics

governing candidate nomination. While ruling party candidates may face easier electoral contests,

they encounter more fierce intraparty competition than opposition nomination seekers. Second,

existing research does not adequately theorize the benefits of candidacy. For one, I argue that

benefits accrue not just from winning, but also from losing nominations and elections. I also claim

that prospective candidates are heterogeneous in what benefits they desire, expanding upon Greene

(2007)’s distinction between “office-seekers” and “message-seekers.” Third, candidates face non-

1In my dissertation, I examine other aspects of the opposition, such as nomination seeking, winning nominations,
and winning elections.

2For example, see Gandhi (2008) on co-optation and Greene (2007) on “fighting the good fight.”
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monetary costs in authoritarian elections and differ in their willingness to accept those costs. Lastly,

existing accounts of candidacy treat the choice to run for office as a snapshot in time and disregard

past life trajectory. I introduce the concept of “career partisanship” and incorporate one’s partisan

and civic activism repertoires from early adulthood as factors that predispose individuals to certain

candidacy decisions.

The paper evaluates this theory in the context of Tanzania. Chama Cha Mapinduzi’s fifty-

five year tenure makes it Africa’s longest reigning political party. It has dominated elections since

multipartyism returned in the 1990s. The central analyses of this paper rely on original surveys

carried out with 132 current legislators in Tanzania. The surveys employed innovative, culturally-

informed methods for collecting accurate data about candidacy decisions, including the “life history

calendar” technique to document early political activism and methali—cultural proverbs that cap-

ture risk attitudes. The paper’s central findings are supported by additional data I collected for

my dissertation, which employed a first-of-its-kind empirical strategy. The data collection effort

combines surveys of legislators, losing candidates, unsuccessful nomination seekers, and women’s

and youth wing members with records on the career trajectories of several hundred Tanzanian

politicians.

I show that strategic evaluations play a paramount role in why individuals run for office

in electoral authoritarian regimes. First, I find that poor ruling party nomination prospects drive

candidate hopefuls to run on opposition tickets. Opposition respondents faced much easier nomi-

nation competition in terms of the number of competitors and the perceived difficulty of winning

the contest relative to the ruling party. Second, I discover that ruling party legislators seek ma-

terial benefits of office, while the opposition is motivated by ideological and prestige goods. Most

respondents identify benefits of losing but differ by party in terms of which stage of candidacy:

nomination for the ruling party and election for the opposition. Third, I demonstrate that oppo-

sition candidates are more risk-tolerant insofar as they are willing to accept non-material costs of

competition in authoritarian elections. Lastly, I show that “career partisanship” is an important

precursor to ruling party candidacy, while a background in civic activism conditions individuals to

run for the opposition.
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2 Theory

2.1 Extant Literature: Ambitious Politics

The seminal explanation of why individuals run for office is drawn from advanced democracies,

stating that individuals are calculating and ambitious (Aldrich, 2011; Schlesinger, 1966).3 Candi-

dates are motivated by career prospects, policy objectives, and the prestige of office (Fenno, 1973)

and thus join parties because parties help them get elected (Downs, 1957). Institutional factors

shape candidacy motivations, including legislature size, its location, term lengths, salary and ben-

efits, and part-time versus full-time commitment (Matthews, 1984, 553). Personal attributes like

minority status and life-stage also constrain candidacy (Fox and Lawless, 2005, 646).

Black (1972) offers a parsimonious formalization of the decision to run for office that is

based on three factors: the benefits of holding office, the probability of election, and election costs.

The resulting intuition is that if the expected utility of being a candidate is positive and greater

than the utility of using campaign resources in any alternative manner, a prospective candidate will

run. Black and others show that in highly competitive districts (where election odds are low and

campaign costs are high), only individuals who expect to gain a lot from office choose to compete.4

Strategic actors in electoral authoritarian regimes face a very different political environment.

Schedler (2006) defines electoral authoritarian regimes as ones that:

play the game of multiparty elections by holding regular elections for the chief executive
and a national legislative assembly. Yet they violate the liberal-democratic principles
of freedom and fairness so profoundly and systematically as to render elections instru-
ments of authoritarian rule rather than “instruments of democracy” (Powell, 2000).
Under electoral authoritarianism, elections are broadly inclusive (they are held under
universal suffrage), as well as minimally pluralistic (opposition parties are allowed to
run), minimally competitive (opposition parties, while denied victory, are allowed to
win votes and seats), and minimally open (opposition parties are not subject to massive
repression, although they may experience repressive treatment in selective and inter-
mittent ways) (p. 3).

Based on the drivers of candidacy proposed by Black (1972) and others, opposition candi-

dacy is a puzzle in electoral authoritarian regimes. The probability of winning an election in most

3To my knowledge, only one theory has been offered to date that explicitly explains candidacy in undemocratic
settings and the foundations of that theory are drawn from literature on advanced democracies (See: Greene, 2007).

4Paraphrasing Matthews (1984, 561)
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constituencies is low for opposition candidates. Hyper-incumbency advantages even aid the ruling

party in opposition strongholds, (Greene, 2007) as these parties frequently have “unlimited access

to the government treasury” (Fombad, 2004 qtd. in Levitsky and Way, 2010, 259). The benefit of

office may be similar between parties in competitive democracies, but the benefit of winning opposi-

tion seats in electoral authoritarian regimes are not equitable with the ruling party. “Prebendalism”

(Joseph, 1987) and clientelism broadly dictate that most office-holders widely distribute material

goods to constituents in return for support (Ekeh, 1975; Lindberg, 2003; Wantchekon, 2003), but

access to government coffers are mainly the privilege of ruling party office-holders (van de Walle,

2003). Even in areas where opposition is popular, there are imbalances in the benefits of holding

office. Lastly, the costs of competing for the opposition in electoral authoritarian regimes are high.

The ruling party may use repression and violence against challenger candidates or their constituents

(Weinstein, 2011). While incumbency also favors ruling party candidates in democracies, the “un-

even playing field” that opposition candidates face is a defining feature of electoral authoritarian

regimes (Levitsky and Way, 2010).

Taken together, this theory suggests that running on opposition tickets should be rare under

electoral authoritarianism. Given its ubiquity in these settings, opposition candidacy cannot be

explained by these factors alone. The framework is nonetheless a useful starting point for developing

a theory of candidacy in electoral authoritarian regimes. I now turn to this goal.

2.2 Original Theory: Strategic Candidacy Decisions

Using Black (1972) and others as a launching point, I now develop an original theory of candidacy.

Theory-building proceeds in two stages. First, I add depth to the factors that drive candidacy

strategy—probability of winning, benefits, and costs—by taking into consideration nomination

odds, diverse benefits, and non-monetary costs. Second, I shift away from the snapshot moment

in which candidacy decisions are made and focus on how past trajectories of “career partisanship”

and civic activism shape later candidacy choices.

Probability of Winning Office

Most studies of candidacy focus on electoral competition. Yet, running for legislative office
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involves two separate contests: party nomination and general election. Indeed, winning over a party

selectorate for nomination is a necessary first step which, “while obvious, is often ignored in analyses

of candidates’ prospects” (Stone and Maisel, 2003, 952). Intraparty politics and competition are

paramount to understanding candidacy (Field and Siavelis, 2008; Norris, 1997) because candidates

must also take nomination prospects into account (Fox and Lawless, 2004; Serra, 2011; Stone and

Maisel, 2003). Mishler (1978, 586) posits that, “the level of intraparty competition for nomination

will increase with the party’s prospects for victory.” The inverse association between intra- and

interparty competitiveness is commonly overlooked but is found as early as Key (1964). Interplay of

these two factors results in a parabolic relationship between a party’s popularity and a prospective

candidate’s chances of becoming a legislator (Stone and Maisel, 2003, 968). When one party

dominates elections, nomination challenges severely limit the odds of holding office.

Two insights can be gleaned from the nascent scholarship on candidate selection in electoral

authoritarian regimes. First, the inverse relationship between election and nomination prospects

exists, with ruling party contests featuring more nomination seekers. Second, nomination selection

is exclusive and centralized for ruling parties (Langston, 2006; Wuhs, 2006),5 while opposition

parties feature decentralized and inclusive procedures (Giollabhui, 2011; Ohman, 2004).6 This leads

to a hypothesis that nomination competition differentiates ruling party and opposition candidates.

H1: Individuals who run for the opposition are likely to have less competitive nomi-

nation contests.

Benefits of Holding (or Seeking) Office

Most studies posit that candidates uniformly seek the same benefits of office. I offer two revi-

sions to this homogenous view of benefits. First, individuals may benefit from running and losing.

Research shows that candidates acquire benefits from losing elections due to “value-rationality”

(Weber, 1991), particularly if they aim to shape public debate about politics and development

(Greene, 2007; Magaloni, 2006; Scheiner, 2006). They may also gain more instrumental perks like

5Mexico’s PRI used el dedazo to select presidential candidates, where the outgoing President “tapped” or simply
chose the next candidate (Greene, 2007; Langston, 2006; Wuhs, 2006). Many of Africa’s ruling parties hold closed-
member primaries to solicit member views but leave decision-making power to the party’s secretariat (Ohman, 2004).

6Scholars argue this leads to nominating higher valence candidates (Ichino and Nathan, 2013; Serra, 2011) and
effective campaigners (Adams and Merrill III, 2008).
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experience with running campaigns and publicity/pundit gigs. There is further evidence that un-

successful nomination seekers benefit by gaining voter valence, political experience, and conciliatory

party positions (Makse and Sokhey, 2010). What resonates from these accounts is that benefits

gained from losing a nomination or election are contingent on the difficulty of the contest. In elec-

toral authoritarian regimes, these are ruling party primaries and opposition election campaigns.

Individuals who see benefits in losing nominations are thus more likely to run for the ruling party;

those who identify benefits of losing elections are more apt to become opposition candidates.

Second, seminal studies of candidacy conceive of benefits as material gains that all candi-

dates value equally. I instead join a minority of scholars arguing that there are multiple benefit

types of office and candidates are heterogenous in how much they value them. Research points to

many consumption benefits that office-seekers desire, including programmatic incentives, a sense

of mission and obligation, personal status (Payne and Woshinsky, 1972) and opportunities to ex-

tract rents for business connections (Treux, 2014). Semi-structured interviews for theory-building

highlighted four types of benefits that legislative candidates in electoral authoritarian regimes seek:

ideology/policy aims, prestige of office, career opportunism, and material gains. The interviews

suggested that candidates care for multiple benefits and value each differently.

Table 1: Benefits of Legislative Office in Africa

Benefit Examples

Material Gains
MP Salary/Sitting allowance; tax/housing benefits for MPs; personal &
familial enrichment; CDF/discretionary development $$ for town; club
good allocation to clients; preferential contract kickbacks

Prestige of Office
Local/regional popularity; Personal/household autonomy (for women);
NGO conferences in 5-star hotels; Being on television

Ideology/Policy Aims
Shape/implement policy (democracy, rule of law, development); advance
socio-political issues (women’s rights, education, etc.); Local/Patriotic obligation

Career Opportunism
Access to other government jobs; experience/training for elected offices;
develop political and business networks; “pay dues” to party for
later ambitions; be co-opted into other party; join party “on the rise”

H2: Opposition (ruling party) candidates are more likely to perceive benefits from

losing elections (nominations).

H3: Individuals who desire policy (material) benefits are more likely to run for the

opposition (ruling party).7

7This differs from attachment to specific policies and instead intends a general preference over policy influence.
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Costs of Electoral Competition

Competing in elections is very costly. In regimes with weak, poorly-funded parties, candi-

dates often bear large personal costs like voter handouts (Lindberg, 2003; Kramon, 2011; Wantchekon,

2003), especially where electoral clientelism is widespread (Hicken, 2011). Research also shows that

opposition forces that challenge authoritarian regimes face risks and non-financial costs outside

of elections (Kuran, 1991, 1989; Levy, 2010; Loveman, 1998; Tarrow, 1992). Electoral authoritar-

ian regimes discourage opposition activity with “punishment regimes” that withhold developmental

goods from opposition supporters (Magaloni, 2006; Weinstein, 2011). Opposition candidates in elec-

toral authoritarian regimes also risk financial status and personal security (Kaya and Bernhard,

2013). Thus, opposition candidates are more willing to accept non-material costs of competition.

H4: Monetary costs of competition are higher for the opposition.

H5: Opposition candidates are more likely than ruling party candidates to be risk

tolerant regarding non-monetary campaign costs.

2.3 Original Theory: “Career Partisanship” and Civic Activism

Nearly all research on candidacy considers decisions to run in the snapshot of time prior to an

election. Yet, scholars have shown that certain pre-existing characteristics are also associated with

candidacy, including social identity categories (e.g. male, majority ethnic group)8 and certain ca-

reers (e.g. lawyers (Moncrief, Squire and Jewell, 2000)). These accounts are a welcome step in

understanding how life trajectory shapes later candidacy decisions but tend to explain candidacy

in general, not with a specific party. I argue that understanding individuals’ lifetime trajectories

is very important for explaining ruling party versus opposition candidacy in electoral authoritar-

ian regimes.9 The most defining feature of life trajectory that differentiates ruling party versus

opposition candidates in such environments is demonstrating “career partisanship” in the ruling

party versus activism in civil society groups. I propose “career partisanship” as a new concept akin

the trajectory of a “career politician” (Sousa and Canon, 1992; Mattozzi and Merlo, 2008), where

8See Bobo and Gilliam (1990); Fox and Lawless (2004); Norris (1997)
9Certainly the established effects of ascriptive characteristics (e.g. gender) are likely to hold in electoral authori-

tarian settings and may differentiate ruling party versus opposition candidates.
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individuals come to “live off” this career as a vocation (Weber, 1958, 84). “Career partisanship”

is the process by which individuals come rely on partisanship as their primary source of political

capital and as a means of primary or supplementary financial gain.

Entry into the ruling party at an early age—in party-sponsored soccer teams, youth pro-

grams, etc.—and later party service are critical factors leading to candidacy that occur long before

individuals think about running for office. Ruling party candidacy is preceded by partisanship,

service in local party politics, and further participation in elite party circles years before more

advanced opportunities like candidacy exist (Reuter and Turvosky, 2014). These activities are im-

portant from the perspective of the ruling party because they signify commitment and loyalty. Such

attributes are critical because regime longevity hinges on maintaining intraelite cohesion and pre-

venting intraparty factionalism (Blaydes, 2013; Brownlee, 2007; Geddes, 1999; Svolik, 2009). Party

service also allows party elites to encourage (or discourage) candidacy (Gallagher, 1988; Lovenduski

and Norris, 1993). Thus, when individuals decide whether to run for office, “career partisans” have

already traveled down a path leading to ruling party candidacy. Less active ruling party members

and opposition and non-partisans are not exposed to this avenue towards candidacy.

I focus on two observable forms of “career partisanship.” The first marker is party service.

Such positions ensure greater party discipline and are vocational linkages to the party. The second

is the length of time an individual has been a party member. Aspiring ruling party candidates

must “wait their turn” to run because the pool of qualified prospective candidates is larger than

available positions. If fifteen or twenty years of party activism is required before being eligible in

the eyes of a party, momentum of candidacy begins before candidacy is considered.

H6a: “Career partisans” are more likely to be ruling party candidates.

From the perspective of leaders of emerging opposition parties, a lack of resources, capacity,

and experience means the parties are unable to groom “career partisans” to become opposition

candidates. Instead, they recruit experienced activists from non-partisan organizations to run for

office (Verba, Schlozman and Brady, 1995). Drawing upon the resources of civic organizations is

strategically appealing for opposition elites. Civic activists have high public visibility and civil

society organizations feature strong network and mobilization structures (McAdam, Tarrow and
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Tilly, 2001; McAdam, McCarthy and Zald, 1996; McClurg, 2003; Siegel, 2009) built upon pre-

existing cleavages in society (LeBas, 2011). Such groups also enjoy more autonomy from the

government than the formal opposition does, allowing them to more effectively organize against the

party in power (Arriola, 2013; Brownlee, 2007; Riedl, 2014; Smith, 2004). What results is social-

electoral coalitions where opposition parties seek out candidates who are able to “lead popular

mobilization during election campaigns” (Trejo, 2014, 331). In exchange, these individuals gain a

prominent avenue to raise grievances against the government (Beissinger, 2007; Bunce and Wolchik,

2011). Thus, participation in civic activism provides later incentives to run for office in order to

advance goals aligning with opposition candidacy.

The literature documents that opposition candidates emerge from four types of civic or-

ganizations. Religious organizations facilitate transitions to competitive politics (Gymiah-Boadi,

1996) and aid oppositional forces arising in the subsequent era (LeBas, 2011; Smith, 1996; Tarrow,

1992). The importance of labor unions and professional organizations is evidenced by studies in a

number of authoritarian settings.10 Women’s groups and women’s movements are the third source

of opposition activists. The final type is local, segmented “grassroots” organizations. They give

citizens local influence over government which later facilitates formalizing demands of government

through political organizations (Cornwall and Coelho, 2007; Heller, 29; Goldfrank, 2007) and have

been significant in 19th and 20th century democratization.11 In sum, these organizations help plant

the seeds of civic activism which later grow into ambitions of opposition candidacy.

H6b: Individuals with experience in civil society organizations and “grassroots ac-

tivism” are more likely to run for the opposition.

2.4 Alternative Explanations

In contrast to my theory of candidacy in electoral authoritarian regimes, there are three alterna-

tive explanations from the authoritarianism literature which could be applied to understanding

candidacy: (1) co-optation, (2) strategic defection, and (3) ideology.

10Research in comparative settings includes Collier and Mahoney (1997); Collier (1999); LeBas (2011);
Rueschemeyer, Stephens and Stephens (1992).

11Including Brockett (1991); Calhoun (1995); d’Anieri, Ernst and Kier (1990); Ndegwa (1996); Schneider (1991).
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The first explanation posits that candidates contest elections to gain material goods. They

compete for opposition parties to reap patronage and co-optation benefits from the ruling party

(Brownlee, 2007; Desposato, 2006). A strong opposition candidate can demonstrate that she is

sufficiently valuable to be bought off (Frantz and Kendall-Tayler, 2014; Gandhi and Przeworski,

2007; Gandhi, 2008).

There are a number of shortcomings of this argument. If the explanation of why opposition

actors seek co-optation is that authoritarian leaders create power-sharing institutions in order to

co-opt challengers, motivations of opposition candidates cannot be disentangled from the strategies

of autocrats.12 Such an account affords little agency to the opposition in co-optation and generally,

discussion of the opposition as theoretically distinctive actors is rare (Rakner and van de Walle,

2009a).13 There are good reasons to suspect that co-optation does not actually work. First, research

on party-switching shows its frequency does not depend on whether a party is in government

(O’brien and Shomer, 2013). Second, over half of electoral authoritarian regimes regulate defection

through laws that restrict party switching,14 which is a substantially greater rate than advanced

democracies (8%), new democracies (14%), and more severely closed autocracies (11%) (Janda,

2009). Over 60% for Africa’s electoral authoritarian regimes have such laws (Goeke and Hartmann,

2011). Third, evidence of co-optation “in action” is not common. Fourth, it implies that citizen

supporters of co-opted opposition candidates would continue to vote for them. This is a strong

assumption: by choosing to support the opposition, they have already forgone many of the goods the

ruling party can offer. Last, given that many ethnic groups “nest” within African political parties

(Horowitz, 2015)—a setting where electoral authoritarian regimes abound—the general expectation

is that voter ties to parties are rather stable.

A second theory argues that prospective candidates strategically join the opposition when

they see the “writing on the wall” of imminent ruling party defeat (Magaloni, 2006). For this reason,

even parties with supermajorities set ambitious electoral targets in order to keep momentum on

12Pepinsky (2014) raises the more general challenge of teasing out the causal impact of authoritarian institutions
independently of the motivations of the leaders who create them.

13Greene (2007) is a notable exception.
1425 of 49 electoral authoritarian regimes have such laws. Coded by author based on ACE (2011); Benstead (2008);

Janda (2009); Nikolenyi (2011); O’brien and Shomer (2013).
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their side. Conversely, a fledgling opposition party will struggle to attract candidates. I do not

dispute that candidates turn to the opposition when a ruling party weakens. Rather, my goal is to

generally explain opposition versus ruling party candidacy, not at specific tipping points of ruling

party defeat. I seek to understand how budding opposition blossoms into legitimate competitors,

which requires exploring individual choices to compete as candidates across time.

A third approach suggests that opposition partisans become activists or candidates in part

due to being “ideologists” or “idealists.”15 Most directly, Greene (2007) identifies these individuals

as “message-seekers,” who benefit from candidacy by being able to speak out about political issues.

While I agree that ideology or idealism may drive opposition candidates to run, I argue that ruling

party and opposition candidates seek a broad variety of benefits and these may be obtained when

losing nomination and election stages. Thus, this paper builds on Greene (2007)’s contributions.

2.5 Theory Summary

In sum, my theory of candidacy in electoral authoritarian regimes emphasizes strategic consider-

ations at the moment of deciding to run for office, as well as life trajectory up to that point. It

stresses the importance of intraparty politics in how prospective candidates strategize over whether

or not to run for office. It is ultimately at the stage of seeking a nomination where prospective

candidates act upon their ambitions to run (or not), while nomination outcomes are controlled

by a party selectorate and election outcomes are determined by voters. My theory also argues

that there are heterogenous benefits of candidacy, which may be obtained from winning and losing

nomination and election contests. I also submit that candidates face varying costs of campaigning

and differ in willingness to accept non-material costs. Finally, the theory proposes that early life

trajectories shape dispositions towards the ruling party versus opposition. I developed a number

of observable implications of my theory and list the related hypotheses to be tested in Table 2.16

15Following Eisenstadt (2000), Greene (2007) and Shefter (1994).
16I diagram the stages of candidacy in my theory is provided in Online Appendix A.
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Table 2: Nomination Seeking and Candidate Emergence

Theory Expectation

Nomination H1 Opposition candidates are likely to face easier nomination contests

Benefits H2
Opposition (ruling party) candidates are more likely to perceive benefits of
losing elections (nominations)

Benefits H3
Individuals who desire policy (material) benefits are more likely to run for
the opposition (ruling party)

Costs H4 Election costs are likely to be higher for opposition candidates

Costs H5
Opposition candidates are more likely to be risk tolerant over non-financial
campaign costs.

“Career Partisanship” H6a “Career partisans” are less likely to run w/ opp

Civic/Grassroots Activism H6b
Individuals w/ civic & grassroots activism experience are more likely to run
w/ opp

3 Case Selection

3.1 Tanzania

Tanzania is a long-standing electoral authoritarian regime.17 Tanganyika received its indepen-

dence from Britain in 1961 and then leader “Mwalimu” Julius Nyerere established pre-colonial

Tanganyikan African National Union as the governing party. As a movement-based party with

origins in the struggle against colonial rule (Smith, 2005), it embarked on one of the more extensive

party-building projects in Africa’s post-colonial history (Levitsky and Way, 2010; Bienen, 1967).

With the integration of Zanzibar, Tanzania was born under the rule of TANU (later rebranded as

Chama cha Mapinduzi (CCM)).18 Elections continued after 1965 with multipartyism constitution-

ally prohibited. Through this and the subsequent period of Ujamaa, CCM came to control nearly

all political, social, and economic life throughout the country (Barkan, 1994; Hyden, 1999; Msekwa,

2006; Mmuya and Chaligha, 1994).

Tanzania implemented democratic reforms in the early 1990s and returned to multipartyism

during democracy’s spread across Africa at the end of the Cold War. Its “top-down democrati-

17It has been designated as “competitive authoritarian” (Levitsky and Way, 2010) and “electoral authoritarian”
(Lindberg, 2006b; Morse, 2012), where the party in power has “not been subjected to serious electoral competi-
tion” (Rakner and van de Walle, 2009b, 208). Others have described Tanzania as “ambiguous” (Diamond, 2002),
“hegemonic” (Magaloni, 2006), and a “fluid dominant” party system (van Eerd, 2010).

18Chama cha Mapinduzi means “Revolutionary Party,” in reference to the merger of TANU and the ASP taking
place after the Zanzibari revolution and, in name, in the early 1970s. The name Tanzania reflects the unification of
mainland Tanganyika and the Zanzibar, which has a unique colonial history as the ‘spice islands” and the seat of the
Omani sultanate.
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zation” (Hyden, 1999) has yet to yield much competitiveness. The first multiparty polls in 1995

featured electoral irregularities but they were insufficient to guarantee opposition defeat (except in

Zanzibar) (Burgess, 2009; Kaya, 2004; TEMCO, 1997). This election was an abertura for Tanza-

nia’s opposition parties: an ephemeral moment to rival CCM before it reconsolidated power.19 In

Tanzania’s subsequent elections the opposition has performed marginally better.

Tanzania is representative of electoral authoritarian regimes based on electoral patterns

and its modest use of coercion and violence against political opponents. Indicators of regime

repression calculated by Cingranelli and Richards (2010) show that Tanzania’s peers include regimes

like Malaysia, Liberia, Mozambique, and Namibia, landing between less repressive regimes (e.g.

Botswana, Singapore) and those where violence is commonplace, like Zimbabwe and Venezuela.20

3.2 The Legislatures of Tanzania: Bunge and Baraza la Wawakilishi

Tanzania has two legislatures. The Parliament of Tanzania has 239 single-member districts. Its

constituencies include 189 in mainland Tanzania (formerly Tanganyika) and 50 in Zanzibar. There

are 112 additional seats, the majority of which are reserved for women and appointed by each po-

litical party proportional to seat share.21 The current parliament features two primary opposition

parties—Chama cha Wananchi (“CUF” or “Civic United Front”) and Chama Cha Demokrasia na

Maendeleo (“Chadema”)—as well three smaller opposition parties: NCCR-Maguezi, United Demo-

cratic Party (UDP) and Tanzania Labour Party (TLP). Figure 1 shows opposition performance in

Tanzania’s four multiparty elections for the Parliament and House of Representatives.

The second legislature is located in Zanzibar. Zanzibar is semi-autonomous but its power

is more significant than subnational branches of conventional federal systems. This is derived

from its independent status prior to Tanzanian unification and previously as the seat of the Omani

sultanate.22 The Zanzibar House of Representatives contains 50 constituency seats and 32 appointee

19Joseph (1998) used this term to refer the brief opening for democratic governance in sub-Saharan Africa during
the early 1990s which has since shut. It was originally used to describe Brazil’s transition from military rule.

20A more detailed illustrations of how physical integrity in Tanzania compares to past and current electoral au-
thoritarian regimes is found in Online Appendix B.

21The number of Parliamentary seats has been as high as 357 since the 2010 elections. It has dropped due to deaths
and because the President has not used his full allotment of discretionary appointees.

22More generally, Zanzibar has significant influence on Tanzanian politics; it has 2% of Tanzania’s registered voters
and elects about 20% of the country’s parliamentary seats.
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Figure 1: Seat Distribution of Tanzania’s Legislatures, 1995-2015
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seats primarily for women. It has a mandate for all “non-Union” issues within Zanzibar (e.g.

education, health). Interparty competition is stronger in Zanzibar but CCM has never lost power.

4 Research Design

4.1 Data Collection

This section begins by summarizing the four year data collection process for this paper. National

elite-level survey research is notoriously more difficult than surveys with citizens (Fenno, 1978)

because they hold societal status, are busy, and are less inclined to participate in research. Gaining

access requires building rapport over a long time and remaining persistent in establishing meetings.

These challenges are heightened in an authoritarian setting, where research procedures—separate

national-, legislature-, and party-based research permits, residency status, and more—are essential.

Elite interviews were not only instrumental in developing the original theory, but in obtaining

informal party endorsements of the project. This includes non-financial participation incentives,

offering individuals non-partisan research outputs and parties questionnaire space to collect data

about their own goals. Online Appendix E lists individuals and institutions consulted for theory

development, including political leaders, party elites, scholars, and civil servants. The appendix
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also provides a timeline and additional details on my broader dissertation data collection strategy.

The central empirical analysis draws from a survey that was implemented with 132 current

members of the Tanzanian Parliament and Zanzibar House of Representatives. These legislatures

have a total of 433 seats, 308 that are held by the ruling party and 125 by the opposition. I achieved

a 30.5% response rate, including 54.4% of opposition legislators and 20.8% of ruling party members.

Additional detail on sample coverage and representativeness is found in Online Appendix F.

4.2 Measurement

The main analyses of the paper estimate the likelihood of being an opposition versus ruling party

legislator. The dependent variable codes opposition respondents as “1” and ruling party ones as

“0.” Table 3 describes independent variables by their name, the hypothesis they test, and their

coding. Additional measures for robustness checks are identified as well.23 The legislator survey

introduced three innovative survey measures, which are discussed in greater detail.

Life History Calendar

To overcome the challenge of collecting data about the history of legislators’ past party

and civic activism, I use the “life history calendar” technique. Also called event history calendars,

this is a grid-form questionnaire. One axis shows a time interval (years, decades, etc) and the

other a list of activities, memberships, and life events (Axinn, Pearce and Ghimire, 1999). To

my knowledge, this is the second work in political science to ever use this technique.24 The life

history calendar yields more reliable and complete data on social and economic histories than do

conventional survey formats that pose such items as a series of questions (Belli, Shay and Stafford,

2001).25 To ensure response accuracy, I cross-check the survey responses with information on

legislator CVs and find a high degree of consistency (see dissertation). In order to measure “career

partisanship,” respondents were asked to indicate the first time they (1) took a membership card of

their current party, (2) wore campaign “fulana,” such as t-shirts and hats and (3) understood the

23Online Appendix F contains additional details on the candidate/non-candidate survey, CV, and other data
resources. Online Appendix H has descriptive statistics for all variables included in the analyses.

24See Zeria (2012)’s dissertation on participation in the Palestinian National Movement.
25Researchers note high rates of response consistency in panel studies when comparing survey data collected from

previous rounds and responses elicited through life history calendars at later stages (Freedman et al., 1988).
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Table 3: Variable Measurement

Independent Variables, Main Analyses
Hypothesis Variable Type Coding

H1 Opposition Nominations Easier Dichotomous 1=“Opp nominations Easier”; 0=“Same” or “Harder”
H1 No. of Nomination Competitors Ordinal Number of nomination competitors; Range: [0,22]
H2 Perceived Benefit: Lose Primary Dichotomous 1=Respondent ID’d benefit of losing, 0=“No Benefit”
H2 Perceived Benefit: Lose Election Dichotomous 1=Respondent ID’d benefit of losing, 0=“No Benefit”

H3 Prestige Benefits Continuous
% prestige benefits selected as“(Second) Most Impor-
tant reasons to run”; Range: [0,41.7]

H3 Material Benefits Continuous
% of material benefits selected as “(Second) Most Im-
portant reasons to run”; Range: [0,62.5]

H3 Ideology Benefits Continuous
% of ideology benefits selected as “(Second) Most Im-
portant reasons to run”; Range: [0,66.7]

H5 Risk Tolerance Ordinal
1/2=Risk Averse methali, 4/5=Risk tolerant methali,
3=Neutral

H6a Party Service, [Position] Dichotomous 1=Held position before candidacy, 0= Did not
H6a Yrs Since Joined Party Ordinal Derived from Life History Calendar; Range: [0,20]
H6b Yrs Since “Grassroots” Organizing Ordinal Derived from Life History Calendar; Range: [0,20]
— Control: Gender Dichotomous 1=Female; 0=Male
— Control: Age Ordinal Age quintile
— Control: Education Ordinal Highest Educational Attainment; Range: [1-6]
— Control: CCM Strength Continuous % CCM votes in previous elections; Range: [.05, 1]

Robustness and Discussion
Topic Measure Source

Primary Difficulty Incumbent turnover Primary results; news reports; election results
“Career Partisanship” Youth leader activities Dissertation: Opposition Youth Wing Surveys
“Career Partisanship” Party positions before candidacy Dissertation: CVs of 725 Tanzanian Legislators
“Career Partisanship” Party positions, CCM MPs vs Defectors Legislator survey

ideology of their current party. The variables report the duration in years since first engaging in

those activities. Civic activism is measured as years since first organizing a grassroots community

meeting. Data for opposition candidates are left-censored due to Tanzania’s single-party rule until

the 1990s, so the “career partisanship” measures are capped at 20 years. This corresponds with

the time opposition forces began to coalesce into political parties.

Methali and Risk Attitudes

Behavioral games using financial incentives to measure risk aversion are difficult to im-

plement in developing-country settings. Typical sums pale in comparison to “real world” costs of

seeking candidacy (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979). Additional issues arise with (1) respondent pay-

outs for wealthy populations, (2) potential numeracy issues, (3) legal concerns over giving payouts

to politicians, and (4) how changes in economic state may influence responses about past events.

As an alternative to behavioral measures of risk aversion, I assess views towards proverbs that
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communicate about risky decisions. Tradition and ritual play an important role in understanding

strategic actor behavior. Cultural institutions ranging from common language (Laitin, 1994) to

minutiae like seating configurations of political assemblies (Chwe, 2001) facilitate collective action

and political decision-making. This is reflected in a culture’s literature and folklore (Chwe, 2009).

I use East African proverbs known as methali.26 Respondents were presented with a pair

counterposed methali and asked to identify which was truer to them when they chose to run.

Counterposed proverbs were used also because considering tradeoffs of one over the other more

closely resembles behavioral games used to measure risk attitudes.27

Benefits of Candidacy

Respondents were presented with four lists of reasons why an individual might run for office

that corresponded with the four benefit types: material, prestige, ideology, and career. For each

list, respondents noted which two reasons were the first and second most important motivation for

seeking office. Each benefit is represented twice in one list to help identify individuals who strongly

associate with one benefit. Table 4 shows how the lists were organized.

Table 4: Reasons for Seeking Candidacy

List One List Two List Three List Four

Item 1 Material Material Career Ideology
Item 2 Material Ideology Material Prestige
Item 3 Prestige Career Ideology Career
Item 4 Ideology Prestige Career Material
Item 5 Career Prestige Prestige Ideology

The question battery yields four measures capturing how often an individual identified

reasons corresponding with a benefit type. When a respondent noted a reason as the “Most

important,” the corresponding benefit measure increased by two units. “Second most important”

26Swahili-language methali are widely used in East Africa with particular prominence in Tanzania. They are used in
common speech and extensively in literature and poetry (Kalugila and Lodhi, 1980). They are also printed on kaanga,
which is the first and still most ubiquitous printed cloth in East Africa. Each kaanga bears a proverb associated with
the pattern of the cloth or the reason for which one might, for example, gift the cloth to another person as a gift.
As such, methali are used as a means of communicating with one another, even in a nonverbal manner (Beck, 2005).
Cultural media like methali have played an important role in politics throughout Tanzania’s history.

27The risk tolerant methali was Mla mla uchungu na tamu (“She/He who eats bitter things also gets sweet ones”).
The risk aversion proverb was “The timid crow withdraws its wings from harm,” translated from Kunguru mwoga
hukimbiza ubawa wake. This proverb does not imply negativity towards such a decision.
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reasons contributed one unit. These measures were transformed to the percentage of total reasons

allocated to each benefit.28 Respondents also reported two main benefits of losing primary contests

and losing elections chosen from a list of six different items. One item was “There is no benefit”

from losing, which is used to capture whether an individual sees anything to gain from losing.

4.3 Empirical Strategy

To test the hypotheses reviewed in Table 2, I analyze the results of two logistic regressions. The first

tests the theory’s argument regarding candidacy strategy. The second analyzes the impact of early

partisan and civic activism on later candidacy decisions. I use standard maximum-likelihood based

logistic regression models due to the intuitive interpretation of results and post-estimation analysis.

The findings are robust to the penalized-likelihood approach proposed by Firth (1993); this is shown

in Online Appendix G.29 Each table presents results with unstandardized coefficients,30 as well as

the predicted probability of being in the opposition based on the minimum and maximum observed

values of each covariate. The dichotomous dependent variable is coded such that positively-signed

coefficients indicate greater likelihoods of being an opposition legislator.

5 Results

5.1 Strategic Candidacy Decision-Making

Table 5 shows results from the first analysis. Figure 2 visualizes the effect of significant covariates

on the probability of being an opposition candidate.31 The results strongly support my theory.

First, my theory proposes that prospective candidates weigh party nomination prospects.

This led to a hypothesis that opposition candidates face easier nomination/primary contests than

28As proportions of a pie divided between the four benefit types, the measures are correlated and analyses will
include only three of the variables (Material, Prestige, and Ideology) due to collinearity.

29This approach is demonstrated to reduce coefficient bias in binomial logistic models where separation occurs
(Heinze and Schemper, 2002; Zorn, 2005). In my case, the specification of the first analysis perfectly predicts eight
observations. This is known as “quasicomplete” separation where covariates perfectly predict some but not all
observations (Albert and Anderson, 1984). Firth (1993)’s method is equivalent or superior to conventional maximum
likelihood analyses for smaller sized samples where strong relationships exist (Zorn, 2005). I present logistic regressions
in the text because interpreting marginal effects from penalized-likelihood estimations is more complex.

30Many of the covariates are dichotomous. Interpreting the effect of a standard deviation change of a dichotomous
variable has no “real world” meaning.

31Other covariates are held at within-group means due to separation.
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Table 5: Analysis of Strategic Candidacy Decisions

β/ Predicted Probability Predicted Probability
(SE) at x=Min at x=Max

Opposition Nominations Easier 4.37*** 0.367 0.670
(0.196) (0.049) (0.039)

No. of Nomination Competitors -0.32** 0.618 0.296
(0.122) (0.039) (0.092)

Perceived Benefit: Lose Primary -3.71* 0.503 0.686
(2.0) (0.077) (0.019)

Perceived Benefit: Lose Election 6.48*** 0.209 0.597
(2.119) (0.078) (0.027)

Prestige Benefits 0.17** 0.394 0.724
(0.065) (0.046) (0.049)

Material Benefits -0.10** 0.722 0.379
(0.046) (0.067) (0.084)

Ideology Benefits 0.10** 0.308 0.679
(0.050) (0.104) (0.801)

Campaign Cost -0.73* 0.594 0.345
(0.370) (0.042) (0.092)

Risk Tolerance 0.95** 0.431 0.611
(0.435) (0.040) (0.042)

N 132
Pseudo R2 .771

Notes: * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. Constant and controls for gender, education,
age, and CCM performance in the previous election not shown.

ruling party candidates.32 I evaluate this intuition with two different measures, one that tests

subjective perceptions of ruling party versus opposition nomination difficulty and another that

captures the number of competitors faced in nomination contests. Respondents who thought win-

ning an opposition nomination was easier when they first ran for office are significantly more likely

to run on opposition tickets; the marginal effect of this variable increases the probability of oppo-

sition candidacy by about 0.3. The objective measure of nomination difficulty also supports the

hypothesis that nomination prospects impact strategic candidacy decisions. Figure 2 illustrates

that the predicted probability of being an opposition candidate drops from about 0.6 to 0.4 within

the variable’s interquartile range [2,9], while the marginal effect of the variable’s full range is 0.32.

Hypotheses H2 proposed differences in what is to be gained from unsuccessful nomination

and election contests. The intuition was that competing in hard fought contests is beneficial: ruling

party hopefuls gain from losing nominations, opposition candidates from losing elections. Results

32I use the term “primary” to describe the candidate selection procedures in Tanzania. The processes differ slightly
by party but have in common a closed-member primary to solicit non-binding preferences of official party members.
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from the analysis support this view. In fact, 60 of 64 ruling party respondents reported that

there were benefits of losing nomination contests, noting how losing facilitates later nomination

prospects and advancement within the party. Similarly, over 95% of opposition candidates saw

benefits of losing elections. Respondents pointed to benefits like increased valence with voters for

later elections, campaign experience, and elevated prominence within their party. Few (7.8%) said it

helps increase popularity with other parties, casting further doubt on candidates’ motivation for co-

optation (not shown; see dissertation). The impact of these variables is substantial: exponentiating

the coefficients in Table 5 shows that seeing benefits of losing primaries is associated with 50 times

lower odds of being opposition candidates, while the odds individuals who benefit from losing

elections are in the opposition is several hundred times greater.33

To test whether opposition (ruling party) candidates prefer ideological (material) benefits,

respondents identified from lists of material, prestige, ideology, and career benefits which are the

most important motivations to run for office. Results show that the opposition is more likely to

value ideological benefits. This is consistent with previous research from authoritarian settings

(Greene, 2007). For each additional percentage point of ideological benefits valued, odds of being

an opposition member are about 10% greater. Opposition candidates prefer material benefits at

substantially lower rates—the predicted probability of being an opposition legislator drops from

0.72 to 0.38 for the observed range of this variable, from caring for no material benefits (0%) to

them being the majority of anticipated benefits of office (about 60% of benefits identified).

Regression results in Table 5 also demonstrate that individuals who value prestige benefits

are more likely to run for the opposition. When the ability of the opposition to influence politics

through conventional means is constrained, they must use tools available to them—public fora,

media outlets, and legislative broadcasts—to get their message out. Such was the case for Tanzania’s

newly unified opposition coalition (“Ukawa”) during 2015 debates over a new constitution. With

little to prevent the ruling party from pushing through a highly partisan draft, the opposition

turned to disruption and absenteeism to prevent its passage. The real politics took place in blame

shifting in news and public addresses broadcast across all of Tanzania. Prestige benefits actually

33Using Firth (1993)’s method to account for quasicomplete separation, the odds of being an opposition candidate
are about seventy times greater for respondents who identified benefits of losing elections.
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Figure 2
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have the greatest marginal impact of the three benefits variables, with each percentage increase

associated with a 0.01 rise in the predicted probability of being an opposition candidate.34

Hypothesis H4 anticipated that costs of campaigning in electoral authoritarian regimes are

higher for opposition candidates. In purely financial terms, this is not the case. Ruling party legis-

lators had more expensive campaigns than their opposition counterparts. Ruling party candidates

spend more in total, receive more party funding, and invest more personal resources into campaigns

(not shown). Willingness to bear non-material costs, on the other hand, does point to opposition

legislators. Captured with methali, opposition respondents more readily accept the non-material

costs of running for office. Each unit of change from risk averse attitudes about withdrawing when

34The maximum observed values on this variable are lower than for the others, however.
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facing potential harm to the idea that “She who eats bitter things also gets sweet ones” is associated

with 2.6 times greater odds of being an opposition candidate. Ruling parties may use repression

but opposition candidates are not discouraged by it.

5.2 “Career Partisanship,” Civic Activism and Path Dependence

The second analysis explores how early partisan and activism shapes candidacy decisions. As with

Table 5, coefficients in Table 6 are presented along with predicted probabilities based on min/max

values of significant covariates. Figure 3 graphically shows marginal effects of these variables.

Table 6: Partisan and Civic Activism and Candidacy

β/ Predicted Probability Predicted Probability
(SE) at x=Min at x=Max

Party Leader: Youth Wing 2.52*** 0.43 0.71
(0.770) (0.032) (0.051)

Party Leader: Local Office -1.11
(1.023)

Party Leader: Campaign Team -0.10
(0.716)

Party Leader: Region Office -3.55*** 0.69 0.28
(0.829) (0.038) (0.044)

Party Leader: Secretariat -0.35
(0.602)

Local Govt Experience -0.82
(0.730)

Civic Activism 0.27* 0.39 0.85
(0.155) (0.104) (0.118)

Years Since Joined Party -0.37*** 0.99 0.07
(0.083) (0.009) (0.042)

Years Since “Grassroots” Organizing 0.13** 0.27 0.83
(0.059) (0.120) (0.094

N 132
Pseudo R2 .446

Notes: * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. Constant and controls for gender, education, and age not shown.

My theory of “career partisanship” led to hypothesis H6a that early ruling party activity

allows individuals to develop ambitions and be groomed for candidacy through a distinctly partisan

lens. Other individuals—those who become opposition candidates or not candidates at all—either

experience shorter partisan careers. The first observable manifestation of “career partisanship”

is the amount of party service undertaken by prospective candidates before running for office.

The direction of all but one party service coefficient in Table 6 is negative, which corresponds
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Figure 3
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with the expectation that “career partisans” more frequently run with the ruling party. The

predicted probability of regional party officers being opposition candidates is about 0.4 lower than

for individuals who did not hold such posts.35 Perhaps surprisingly, results in Table 6 also show that

youth leaders are more likely to run for the opposition. This could indicate “career partisanship”

has heterogeneous effects that depend the party position, a consideration I explore in the next

section. These results support seminal qualitative research showing that Tanzania’s ruling party

has valued party service in determining loyalty and fitness for office since single-party rule (Hyden

and Leys, 1972). The role of CCM party credentials in candidacy lives on in the multiparty era.

The second observable aspect of “career partisanship” is a measure of the number of years

35What constitutes a “region” differs somewhat for each party; for CCM respondents this variable combines regional
and district offices, as many district offices are proximate to regional ones and positions are held simultaneously.
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since an individual officially joined her current party. Using the life history calendar, we observe that

for each additional year since taking a party card, the likelihood of being a ruling party legislator

increases by about 25%. This variable alone accounts for about 20% of variation in respondents’

party affiliation. The second column of Table 6 strikingly shows that the probability of an individual

joining the ruling party and running for office immediately is nearly zero. Of 14 respondents who

joined a party and ran for office in the same year, 11 (79%) of them were opposition candidates.

Figure 3 similarly illustrates that the probability of running with the opposition approaches zero as

the number of years since joining a party reaches its maximum value. Alternative measures “career

partisanship” derived from the life history calendar—the first time wearing party regalia (called

fulana in Tanzania) and the first time mastering party ideology—offer similar results.36 Together,

there is robust support for the role of “career partisanship” in electoral authoritarian regimes.

Hypothesis H6b proposed that opposition candidates do not follow a “career partisan” path

and instead come to candidacy through social activism. Looking to the role of civic engagement,

each additional membership in religious, professional, community, and women’s groups is associated

with about a 30% greater odds of of being an opposition candidate. The measure of civic activism

drawn from the life history calendar also supports H6b. Each additional year since first organizing

a grassroots community meeting is associated with about 13% greater odds of that individual being

an opposition legislator.

This finding has historical grounding in Tanzania, viewed especially at the onset of mul-

tipartyism in the 1990s. Significant pressure for Tanzania’s multiparty transition grew from civil

society organizations that mobilized for a new political pluralism (Shariff, 1999). The lead-up to

the reforms was characterized by youth strikes (in Dar es Salaam and Morogoro in 1990), the

founding of quasi-political oppositional organizations like the Civil and Human Rights Movement

of Tanzania, and the transition of Tanzania’s Worker Union (JUWATA) from a party-controlled

parastatal to an independent entity (Vener, 1996, 137-148). There are historically important links

between religious communities and opposition politics (Ewald, 2013; Msekwa, 2006). The alignment

of Christian and Muslim groups with opposition can be seen in the current president’s accusations

36The three life history calendar variables are highly correlated and, consequently, not included in a single analysis.
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of their “political meddling” and “threatening peace” ahead of the 2015 elections (Kimati, 2015).

This suggests that Africa’s patterns of democratization resemble those in other parts of the world

like Latin America and postcommunist Europe.

There is strong support for many of the hypotheses advanced by my theory. Despite sig-

nificant electoral advantages that ruling parties have, intraparty competitiveness, heterogenous

benefits of winning and losing, and willingness to bear non-material costs of running for office

account for about 80% of variation in the party affiliation of legislators. I also exposed different

paths to candidacy—“career partisanship”’ versus civic activism—and how they have downstream

consequences on candidates’ party choice. The next section further explores two of these findings—

ruling party nomination challenges and the role of “career partisanship” in candidacy—by drawing

on additional data collected for my dissertation.

6 Further Evidence

6.1 Ruling Party Nominations

Results presented in Table 5 showed that CCM nominations were more difficult through subjective

and objective measures of competitiveness. This supports the notion that nomination prospects

shape candidacy decisions and that they decline as ruling party vote shares turn from pluralities

to majorities to supermajorities. It could be the case, however, that nomination competition is

correlated with some other factor tied to election prospects. For example, long-standing incumbent

parties change open up nomination procedures in order to stave off opposition competitors (Rahat

and Hazan, 2001) and to reap electoral bonuses by fielding more popular candidates (Carey and

Polga-Hecimovich, 2006; Serra, 2011). I use two different approaches to show that nomination

competition impacts candidacy decisions directly.

The first focuses on incumbent legislators and studies how they exit office. I collected data

derived from primary and election results and news media sources in order to track the trajectories of

323 Tanzanian Members of Parliament who entered and left the legislature between 2000 and 2010.

I recorded whether they (1) stepped down voluntarily (or died), (2) lost a subsequent nomination

contest, or (3) lost a later election. Figure 4 shows how commonly each of these outcomes occurs
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Figure 4
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for major parties in Tanzania. Nearly all losses by standing opposition legislators can be attributed

to stepping down or losing elections. By contrast, over than half of turnover for CCM incumbents

occurs at the nomination stage. These nomination defeats include high profile CCM stalwarts.

Even in CCM primaries held August 2015, five legislators holding ministerial posts were ousted.37

A second strategy looks to contemporary politics in Tanzania and what prospective candi-

dates and spurned CCM nomination seekers have to say about the procedures. As of September

2015, CCM has finalized the list of candidates they will field in October elections. Former Prime

Minister Edward Lowassa—the most popular candidate in national public opinion polls from 2013-

2015—was not nominated to be CCM’s presidential candidate. From a pool of 38 hopefuls, he did

not even make a five person shortlist. He reasoned that the CCM nomination procedure drove his

decision to defect to the opposition: “The process was marred by secrecy, ethical violations, and

breaking CCM’s constitution and [internal] election procedures...what is even worse is that all 38

candidates were denied the opportunity to present themselves to the Central Committee” (Quoted

in Butahe, 2015). Frederick Sumaye, another former Prime Minister who defected to the opposition

in August also said he left due to a “flawed” nomination process (Aman, 2015).

37In Tanzania, the cabinet is selected from the legislature.
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Figure 5: Party Service Prior to Candidacy
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6.2 “Career Partisanship”

Measures of party positions held and length of partisanship showed that opposition candidates were

less likely to demonstrate “career partisanship.” I elaborate on this finding in three ways. First, I

study patterns of party service out of sample by drawing on CVs of Tanzanian politicians. Second,

I divide legislator respondents differently in order to directly compare CCM legislators with former

CCM members who did not run for the ruling party (and instead did with the opposition). Third,

I reinforce how opposition youth leadership serves electoral goals, not party-related ones.

To show “career partisanship” for ruling party candidates, I use an additional data resource

from my dissertation: the CVs of 725 current and former legislators in Tanzania. In additional to

personal and professional backgrounds, it records the level of party and political experience. I create

several measures capturing party service prior to candidacy. Figure 5 illustrates the mean years

of party service for candidates divided by administrative level. The figure shows that ruling party

candidates exhibited significantly greater “career partisanship,” from lower-level to elite offices.

CCM candidates even averaged over two years of experience in the party’s secretariat. This is

striking because the party’s National Executive Committee only has roughly 350 delegates. The

central tendency for opposition candidates is almost no party service at all.
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Figure 6: CCM Positions Held by CCM Legislators and Opposition Legislators formerly in CCM
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Second, an ideal test of “career partisanship” would compare ruling party candidates and

ruling party candidate hopefuls who did not run for office. My dissertation data permit extensive

comparison of opposition candidates and opposition “non-candidates,” but I lack non-legislator

data from the ruling party. Inference, however, can be drawn from the legislator survey due

to party-switching. Of 132 respondents, 19 opposition legislators were CCM partisans prior to

joining the opposition. Figure 6 compares the party service of 64 CCM legislator respondents with

former CCM members who defected to run as opposition candidates. The figure shows how starkly

“career partisanship” differs between individuals who sought CCM nominations and those who did

not. CCM candidates served in a substantially higher number of positions than these CCM “non-

candidates,” from elite-level regional and the central party offices down to local positions. Nearly

all CCM legislators had positions on the campaign trail prior to running for office. This points to

how interaction with party elites around elections can serve as a gateway to ruling party candidacy.

Lastly, I delve further into whether youth leadership in the opposition is a sign of “career

partisanship” or instead tied to electoral goals. I argue that youth wing leadership for the opposition

is related to youth recruitment, a pillar of opposition voter courtship. These parties saturate

university campuses looking for new members. Youth leaders recruit new members and, in doing
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Figure 7: Primary Activity of Opposition Youth Wings, Reported by Youth Activists
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so, gain greater valence among the electorate. To demonstrate this, I draw a survey I carried

out with 154 prospective candidates from the youth wings of the two main opposition parties in

Tanzania. They were asked to identify the primary activity of the youth wing. Learning policies of

the party is important, but over 40% of respondents noted that recruiting non-partisan and ruling

party members to join the opposition is what youth leaders mostly do. An additional 7.6% pointed

to participating in party rallies, a campaign mobilization tool.

7 Conclusions

This paper has studied what drives individuals to run for office in electoral authoritarian regimes

and, specifically, why they run for opposition parties. Democracy cannot exist without competition

and the existing literature has offered little insight on why anyone would run on opposition tickets

in these settings. The paper has shed light on this puzzle with evidence that opposition candidates

are not strategic fools. Highlighting the importance of intraparty selection, candidacy prospects

are shaped by the difficulty of winning ruling party nominations. Candidates are also heterogenous

in what they desire from office. Opposition candidates value material benefits significantly less

and instead benefit from the symbolic prestige of being vocal regime opponents and the drive to
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achieve policy goals. They also obtain these benefits when losing elections. Further, opposition

candidates are more willing to bear non-material risks of campaigns. Lastly, I showed that “career

partisanship” versus previous civic activism shape later decisions to run for the opposition versus

ruling party. I conclude by discussing three important political science literatures my research

contributes to: (1) candidacy and parties, (2) electoral authoritarianism, and (3) African politics.

The first contribution is to the broad political science literature on candidacy and parties.

My theory of candidacy focuses on the role of candidate selection. This is a critical but frequently

overlooked element that shapes prospects of office-holding and the democratic credentials of the

party (Schattschneider, 1942). My paper shows that poor nomination prospects drive candidacy

decisions, even when the outcome of the election itself is all but guaranteed. It does so by pulling

back the curtain on what happens inside political parties prior to elections, using survey research

conducted with actual candidates for office. My dissertation extends this paper’s contributions

further by leveraging additional data resources, like primary results, in-depth interviews, and the

career trajectories of Tanzanian politicians. In doing so, my research has shed light on what scholars

have referred to as the “secret garden” of party politics (Gallagher, 1988). Literature on this topic

has primarily been limited to advanced democracies; this paper joins a growing group of studies

focused on candidate selection in newer democracies and authoritarian regimes.

I also illuminate the importance of early onset party and civic activism in shaping polit-

ical career trajectories. Most approaches to candidacy that emphasize “ambition” and strategic

decision-making focus on individuals after they have already obtained office. My study is one of

very few that both theorizes and has the empirical leverage to examine nascent political activity

and its downstream consequences for candidacy (See: Fox and Lawless, 2005; Lawless, 2012). I in-

troduced the concept of “career partisanship,” which imposes a path dependence on later decisions

individuals make about candidacy. I used the life history calendar—to my knowledge, I am the

second political scientist to do so—in order to capture how cultivating a career as a ruling party

activist influences motivations to run for office. Lastly, my research shows that candidates are

diverse in what they desire from office. Much of the literature assumes candidates desire material

benefits which are only obtained by winning office. My work pushes forward the research agenda
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on candidacy when “office-seeking” behavior is not the only driver of running for office. Candidates

are diverse in what they want from running for office and what they gain from losing.

My second contribution is to electoral authoritarianism, a growing literature in political

science. To date, this research has largely centered on what brings about and sustains this form of

rule. Its main focuses have been why autocrats introduce power-sharing institutions like legislatures,

how such institutions enhance regime durability38 and how they can weaken authoritarian regimes

(Bunce and Wolchik, 2006; Howard and Rossler, 2006; Lindberg, 2006a). Theories of electoral

authoritarianism mostly ignore the opposition.39 Morse (2012) relates the example of Levitsky and

Way (2010), who, “using the metaphor of ‘three little pigs’...argue that it is the strength of the

‘house’ (regime) that matters and not the fact that there are ‘wolves’ (oppositions)” (186-187).

My paper has demonstrated that this state of affairs is not tenable, particularly when

micro-level data about elites in these regimes are considered. Opposition actors exhibit agency to

do far more than whatever autocrats expect them to do and with a level of strategic sophistication

found with political elites in democratic settings. It shows that the primary theorized motivation

of opposition in these accounts—co-optation—is theoretically incomplete and lacks substantial em-

pirical support. Opposition co-optation is central to many theories of participation under electoral

authoritarianism, yet over 60% of these regimes in sub-Saharan Africa actually have legislation

making co-optation more difficult and punishing party-switching.

Of the 49 twenty-first century electoral authoritarian regimes identified by Miller (2015), 26

of them are in sub-Saharan Africa. This paper is one of the very first in-depth studies of candidacy

and electoral authoritarianism in this region of the world, where (1) the majority of countries are

electoral authoritarian and (2) the majority of electoral authoritarian regimes are located. Thus, the

first-of-its-kind data collection strategy for my broader dissertation research—combining surveys

of legislators, losing candidates, nomination seekers, and prospective candidates with records of

hundreds of political career trajectories in Tanzania—is not just an example of future ways to study

the topic of candidacy in these settings. It is a call for scholars to study electoral authoritarianism in

38Including Boix and Svolik (2013); Cox (2009); Dunning (2011); Gandhi (2008); Gandhi and Lust-Okar (2009);
Geddes (2005, 1999); Little (2014); Lust-Okar (2008); Magaloni (2006); Pepinsky (2014, 2007); Przeworski (2012);
Schedler (2009, 2006, 2002); Simpser (2013); Svolik (2009).

39Exceptions include Bunce and Wolchik (2011); Greene (2007); Morse (2012)
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the parts of the world where it is most commonly found. Africa is ideal for developing theories about

electoral authoritarian regimes: most countries share similar trajectories from post-independence

dictatorship to episodes of widespread participation in the 1990s to electoral authoritarianism.

Many also have similar electoral systems (Weghorst and Bernhard, 2015).

A third contribution of my research is to the literature on African politics. Research on

elections in Africa has focused primarily on parties, voting, and elections, while paying little atten-

tion to candidates. Yet, candidates are the missing link between these three phenomena: they fill

the cadres of political parties, are whom citizens cast ballots for, and shapes who wins elections on

the campaign trail. There is growing interest in legislators and legislatures in Africa (Barkan, 2009)

but the dominant narrative about political elites there is still based on the idea that they extract

resources from the government and use parties to distribute patronage. My paper did show that

ruling party politicians value material benefits of office, but opposition legislators provide evidence

challenging this view. Benefits of political participation in sub-Saharan Africa need not be material,

linked to control of the Statehouse, or even dependent on winning office. These findings speak to

an emerging view towards African legislators that takes their motivations for office seriously. By

following motivations to enter into politics, this research can inform how legislators perform after

taking office. This research also joins a small but growing community of scholars who focus on the

role of opposition in Africa. I offer insight on how parties recruit candidates and on how the links

between parties and civil society established during transitions facilitate later party growth.

I conclude by pointing to three avenues for scholars to build on this study. First, the

research design could be expanded to explore the theory’s scope conditions in comparable regimes

where opposition has different origins, including civil war (e.g. Mozambique) and ruling party

splintering (e.g. Namibia). Second, further research can be done within regimes over time in order

to understand how factors like candidate nomination and “career partisanship” change over time,

as opposition becomes weaker or stronger. I plan to expand my research approach to Tanzania’s

2015 elections in line with these goals. Lastly, scholars can uncover not only the timing of nascent

activism like “career partisanship” and civic activism translate into candidacy ambitions, but also

the configurations and sequences of various life events lead to later running for office.
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Online Appendix for Job Market Writing Sample

A Diagram of Theory
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B Tanzania Among Electoral Authoritarian Regimes, Past and Present

How representative is Tanzania of dynamics of electoral authoritarianism? In order to address this
question, I consider which costs are “on the table” in electoral authoritarian regimes, discussion
turns to the Cingranelli and Richards (CIRI) Human Rights Dataset, which assesses whether gov-
ernments violate the human rights of citizens within a polity (Cingranelli and Richards, 2010). An
indicator of Physical Integrity Rights captures the extent to which the costs a regime imposes on
challengers are ones of coercion and force. This measure speaks most directly to scope conditions
related to this dissertation. It is constructed as an index which totals the ratings of a regime on
four variables related to whether the government (1) practices torture, (2) engages in extrajudicial
killings, (3) imprisons individuals for their political or other beliefs, and (4) is associated with
disappearances of citizens. This variable ranges from 0 to 8, where higher values indicate greater
physical integrity across these four dimensions.

Figure 1 shows the distribution of Physical Integrity Rights Index scores across several
regime types in order to offer a sense of how electoral authoritarian regimes compare to democracies
and more closed autocracies. The figure uses violin plots, which display three measures of the central
tendencies and spread of the variable: the median, the interquartile range, and a Kernel density
plot (Hintze and Nelson, 1998). Figure 1 reinforces that the threat of nonmaterial costs related
to running for office are real in electoral authoritarian regimes. According to the authors’ coding,
the median value means electoral authoritarian regimes are settings where these things happen
“occasionally.” In these environments, the risks of political imprisonment, torture, and even death
are not as great as they are in military regimes. Nonetheless, they are present and credible.

Having established some framework for understanding electoral authoritarianism in Tanza-
nia, it is helpful to consider the extent to which Tanzania’s ruling party uses coercion for political
goals. Doing so points to how Tanzania is more or less like other present-day electoral authoritarian
regimes as well as iconic examples from the previous century. The first comparison effort situates
Tanzania’s ruling party among regimes which were classified as electoral authoritarian in the 21st

century. Figure 2 focuses primarily on Africa and shows the value of the Physical Integrity Rights
Index in 2010. This is the Tanzanian election year the dissertation is centered around and thus,
the figure shows whether the costs of candidacy in Tanzania are similar to those in contemporary
electoral authoritarian regimes. The figure highlights that Tanzania’s rating is most similar to a
number countries where liberation or post-independence parties have maintained rule through the
onset of multiparty politics. They use repression and coercion sparingly compared to more brutal
regimes like Zimbabwe, where elections feature widespread violence, the government “abducted
and tortured hundreds of MDC supporters...[and] the government was able to use coercive force to
systematically preempt or thwart protest” (Levitsky and Way, 2010, 243-246).

By contrast, comparisons include cases like Namibia, Mozambique, and Liberia. For ex-
ample, “opposition parties are a regular target of state harassment” in Namibia, but rarely does
the government imprison or murder challengers (LeBas, 2011, 9). Further, the ruling parties in
Tanzania, Namibia, Mozambique, Liberia, and others like them enjoy greater popularity than, for
example, the CPDM in Cameroon. They win elections largely on their popularity and thus can use
elections to overcome regime vulnerabilities rather than being destabilized by election outcomes.
With a 2010 rating of 5 for this indicator of physical integrity, Tanzania is slightly above the median
of electoral authoritarian regimes shown in Figure 1. Figure 2 helps inform that the most direct
generalizations from this study will speak to regimes where repression is a credible weapon in the
ruling party’s toolbox, but one used modestly and with discretion.
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Data from Cingranelli & Richards (2010); Regime codes based
on Schedler (2002; 2006) and Hadenius; Teorell; and Wahman  (2012)

Figure 1: Physical Integrity Rights Index, 2010. Data are drawn from Cingranelli and Richards
(2010) and reflect ratings of this variable in 2010.

A second effort looks to Tanzania alongside some of history’s best known electoral author-
itarian regimes. Once again, comparisons arise from the Physical Integrity Rights Index. The goal
here is to gain a broader understanding of how much a regime’s tenure is defined by the use of
violence to reinforce its power over decades of rule. Using violin plots, Figure 3 shows the central
tendencies of the Physical Integrity Rights Index for a number of electoral authoritarian regimes.
Each violin plot indicates the median score during the time that party was in power, as well as the
distribution of scores throughout the regime’s tenure. The ratings of some regimes are truncated
by the temporal coverage of the data, as the Cingranelli and Richards (2010) dataset is coded from
1981 through 2011.40

In the figure, one observes that the level of physical integrity observed by CCM is roughly
comparable to these other electoral authoritarian regimes. The primary difference lies in the spread
of the data, highlighted by the shaded Kernel density distributions. While the median level of
physical integrity sits between 4 and 5 for several of these regimes, the willingness Golkar, PRI,

40Duration of rule is coded as follows: UMNO 1965-present; Golkar 1965-1998; SP 1981-2000; PNR 1954-1989;
NDP 1981-2011; PRI 1929-2000; ZANU-PF 1987-present; CCM 1960-present. As such, UMNO, Golkar, PNR, PRI,
and CCM are subject to truncation due to lack of data coverage at the onset of regime rule or in the current. Regime
codings are based on de Zarate (2013).
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PPP, Pakistan
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ZANU-PF, Zimbabwe

UR, Russia
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PSUV, Venezuela
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UP, Liberia
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PAIGIC, Guinea-Bissau
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PAP, Singapore

Figure 2: Physical Integrity Rights Index, 2010. Data are drawn from Cingranelli and Richards
(2010) and reflect ratings of this variable in 2010.

and ZANU-PF to engage in large-scale violence against citizens is much greater at certain times.
This is represented by the far wider distribution of the variable for these parties.

By contrast, Tanzania is a regime where violence is only one possible strategy of regime
rule and thus CCM better resembles other cases. Senegal’s Socialist Party, for example, is noted
as having inherited a strong military force and early on utilized violence against opposition. Over
time, however, it relied more heavily on its resource and institutional advantages to engineer polit-
ical support without resorting to repression (Galvan, 2001; Villalon, 1994) Like CCM in Tanzania,
UMNO possesses a strong, penetrating party apparatus with extensive membership and presence
down to the ten household unit (Levitsky and Way, 2010, 320). The strong party structure com-
bined with internal party cohesion permitted the select use of violent repression—notably during
the Reformasi/Gerak period—combined with increased patronage distribution and more benign
authoritarian techniques of harassment in order to fracture the opposition into electoral defeat
(Brownlee, 2007, 152). These included calling early elections for an unprepared opposition (Brown-
lee, 2007, 129) and banning popular, nongovernmental publications (Slater, 2003).41 Situating the
case of Tanzania in the broader literature will find more promise with comparisons to such regimes.

In sum, Tanzania’s electoral authoritarian regime and lessons derived about candidacy
there can speak to a number of other electoral regimes found around the world. While the costs

41Based on accounts of UMNO’s rule prior to 1981, it appears that the truncation of the data resource may have
underestimated the violence associated with earlier stages of UMNO rule.
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Figure 3: Physical Integrity Rights Index, 2010. Data are drawn from Cingranelli and Richards
(2010) and reflect ratings of this variable in 2010.

of competition and, more broadly, willingness of the ruling party to use violence as a political
tool is more limited than contemporary and historical cases of authoritarian rule, it compares
well to a number regimes in Africa and elsewhere. Thus, contemporary Tanzanian politics can
inform scholars of electoral authoritarian regimes about general tendencies of ruling parties in
these settings, but only to the extent that ruling elites are not relying on violence as a central tool
to gain or re-entrench regime support. Having established this, the chapter moves to discuss the
legislatures found in Tanzania.
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C Life History Calendar Example

Below,	  place	  a	  mark	  (√)	  to	  show	  the	  first	  time	  you	  did	  the	  following	  things…	  

Mwaka	   Kabla	  
1973	  

1973	  
-‐	  76	  

1977	  
-‐	  80	  

1981
-‐	  84	  

1985	  
-‐	  89	   1990	   91	   92	   93	   94	   1995	   96	   97	   98	   99	   2000	   01	   02	   03	   04	   05	   06	   07	   08	   09	   10	  

You	  took	  	  your	  
official	  party	  card	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
You	  wore	  party	  
fulana	  in	  public	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
You	  understood	  
the	  core	  ideologies	  
of	  your	  party	  

	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  

You	  became	  
interested	  in	  public	  
affairs	  

	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  

You	  decided	  upon	  
your	  career	  path	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
You	  led	  a	  
“grassroots”	  
community	  
meeting	  

	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  

You	  first	  contact	  
your	  MP	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  

And	  please	  place	  a	  mark	  (√)	  to	  shown	  each	  time	  you	  did	  the	  following…	  

Mwaka	   Kabla	  
1973	  

1973	  
-‐	  76	  

1977	  
-‐	  80	  

1981
-‐	  84	  

1985	  
-‐	  89	   1990	   91	   92	   93	   94	   1995	   96	   97	   98	   99	   2000	   01	   02	   03	   04	   05	   06	   07	   08	   09	   10	  

You	  held	  a	  position	  
in	  the	  party	  
secretariat	  	  

	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  

You	  participated	  in	  
a	  leadership	  
seminar	  

	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  

You	  participatedi	  n	  
a	  public	  protest	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
You	  were	  a	  leader	  
outside	  of	  politics	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

Figure 4: Life History Calendar included as a figure in order to illustrate precisely the research
resource respondents received when participating in the survey. This is preferred to table formatting
so that readers can envision completing the image form themselves.
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D Research Timeline

Figure 5: Research Timeline

.

..
building w/ elites
May-July: Rapport

..
Party documents collected
May-Aug: Primary data;

..
observation

interviews; Campaign
Oct-Nov: Candidate

..
May-July: HoR pilot

..
National Elections

Oct 31, 2010:

..
& Hansard Collection
Jan-Mar: HoR CV

..
Jun-Aug: HoR survey

..
July: Party surveys

..
Jun-Sep: Vetting w/ parties

..
Nov-Dec: MP Hansard & CV Collection

..
Apr-Jun: MP survey

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
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F Sample Design, Response Rates, and Representativeness

Table 10 provides a broader overview of the data collection strategy for the dissertation. I then
discuss each component in more detail.

Table 8: Distribution of Respondents

Outcome Ruling Opposition Nonpartisan
Party Parties

Won Election 64
CUF: 50 n/a

Chadema: 16
NCCR: 2

Lost Election Phase 2
CUF: 80 n/a

Chadema: 23
Lost Primary/

Phase 2
CUF: 96

n/a
Nomination Contest Chadema: 21
Considered Nom,

Phase 2
CUF: 176

514
Did Not Seek Chadema: 101
Did not consider&

Phase 2 Phase 2
Did Not Seek

Note: Phase 2 refers to a data collection strategy to be carried out for the post-phD book manuscript. Nonpartisan
prospective candidates are similarly for further investigation after completing the PhD.

F.1 Legislator Survey

The discussion begins by considering surveys carried out in Tanzania’s legislatures.

F.1.1 Data Collection

Legislators were recruited to participate during legislative sessions which are held quarterly. Specif-
ically, the surveys were administered during the annual budget sessions, as these are typically the
longest and best attended meetings of the legislatures. For the Parliament of Tanzania, interviews
were conducted in April-June of 2013 and for the Zanzibar House of Representatives during June
through August of the same year.

Respondents were sought out by a team of enumerators, which included four individuals
for the Parliament and two for the House of Representatives. Recruitment began with a brief
description of the project, its goals and outputs, as well as the informed consent script approved
by the University of Florida’s Institutional Review Board. If requested, enumerators also provided
interviewees with digital copies of the various permissions required to administer the project. For
the Parliament, this included letters from the Tanzania Commission for Science and Technology
(COSTECH, Ref. No. 2012-478-NA-2012-158), the Office of the Clerk of the Parliament of Tanzania
(Ref. No. EB.155/297/01/185), as well as background verifications of the enumerators’ good
standing (Ref. No. EB.155/297/01/41). Enumerators also had digital copies of permission letters
provided by leaders of political parties endorsing and encouraging participation in the project. In
Zanzibar, enumerators carried digitized copies of a government issued research permit (issued by
the Zanzibar Research Committee in the Second Vice-President’s Office) and party endorsement
letters.
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In order to further boost participation, several efforts to publicize the ongoing research
project took place. The day prior to and day of data collection, the Office of Information Technol-
ogy of the Parliament sent out a text blast to all phone numbers in their Parliamentary database.
This was to inform members that they would be approached in the coming days regarding the
research project about their decisions to run for office and, more generally, about their personal
political histories and interaction with constituents.42 In the case of the Zanzibar House of Repre-
sentatives, the Speaker of the House made an announcement regarding the project which carried a
similar message. The author made additional efforts to boost respondent participation by recruiting
respondents outside of sessions in order to schedule interviews with enumerators in subsequent days.
This primarily took place in the evening at local restaurants, bars, and the handful of hotels where
Parliamentarians tend to stay in Dodoma. It is common for Parliamentarians to meet with fellow
members, party leaders, and visiting constituents in these settings during the evenings, particularly
because Dodoma is small town located several hundred kilometers from Tanzania’s largest cities.
In the Parliament, interviews were carried out either in public areas such as the cafeteria or sitting
areas outside of the main chambers during the day. Enumerators were allowed some discretion in
choosing alternate interview locations. For the House of Representatives, whose legislative grounds
have far fewer amenities and meeting spaces outside the chambers, the library, research rooms, and
vacant committee meeting rooms were used.

The data collection effort yielded an overall response rate of 30.5% of legislators in Tanzania.
Further breakdowns of participation across legislatures and parties can be found in Table 10.
These participation rates are comparably higher than the most substantial effort to survey African
legislators, which is the African Legislatures Project. This project took place in 18 countries in sub-
Saharan Africa but used a sampling quota of 50 members from each legislature. While the sampling
strategies are not directly comparable, this means the African Legislatures Project captured about
14% of Tanzania Parliamentarians compared to 19% in this project.43 These response rates are,
however, lower than other notable single-country studies of legislators.44

Most notably, the opposition participated at substantially higher rates than did the ruling
party. In the Parliament, the response rates of opposition are more than three times greater than
ruling party members. In the House of Representatives, all but two opposition members took
part in the project. The reasons for this are sensible, as the perceived benefit of research about
party members, candidacy, and the like is greater for parties which have yet to take control of the
government. In general, cooperation with parties was more constructive with the opposition. In
the section of the survey designed for internal-party usage, the opposition was more proactive in
suggesting items which they wished to know and assess about their performance.

For a number of research questions, this imbalance of opposition versus ruling party par-
ticipation could present analytical problems. For this study, however, over-representing opposition
respondents is actually desirable in order to ensure the number of respondents permits meaningful
comparisons between the ruling party and opposition. It is further important because the ruling
party is not disaggregated in analyses, while comparisons between members of various opposi-

42Initially, it was requested to have the Speaker of the Parliament make an announcement about the project. Citing
concerns of setting precedents of doing such things or prioritizing one research project over another, the text message
effort was proposed as an alternative.

43The African Legislatures Project did not include Zanzibar’s legislature, as it was concerned with fully-sovereign,
internationally-recognized legislatures.

44Lindberg (2010)’s work in Ghana has obtained roughly 50% response rates, while that of Guy Grossman and
Macartan Humphreys in Uganda has obtained closer to 70% participation.
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tion parties is analytically important in some chapters of the broader dissertation project. With a
smaller number of opposition participants, one would encounter statistical power issues upon disag-
gregating the opposition into political parties. Because analyses in the paper compare ruling party
to the opposition and, candidates and non-candidates among the opposition, the higher opposition
participation rates do not present inferential issues. Rather, possible issues related to inference
arise from whether or not the sample is representative of the legislature more broadly. Discussion
now moves to address this issue.

F.1.2 Sample Representativeness

The sampling goal of this research was not, in fact, to capture of a sample of legislators. Setting
practical considerations aside, the aim was to collect a census of all members of the current Par-
liament of Tanzania and the House of Representatives of Zanzibar. Thus, the differences between
members captured in the sample and those in the population who were not included in the research
study cannot be understood through conventional sampling practices where randomized recruit-
ment ensures representativeness of the sample. Participation and non-participation in this study
are non-random, in that respondents themselves determined whether or not they were a part of
the study.45 Given the comparably lower participation rates of members of Tanzania’s Parliament
highlighted in the preceding discussion, it is important to establish the representativeness of the
sample.

In order to do so, one must begin with considering what is known about the legislature
and its members broadly and how this compares to that information for the respondent sample.
A POLIS/CV database of Parliamentarian profiles allows such comparisons. While the database
contains less comprehensive and rich data compared to the survey, it allows one to establish a
background picture of members of the legislatures. Discussion focuses on variables related to
demographics, education, constituency competitiveness, and professional and political experience.

If the sample of legislators differs significantly from the population of Tanzanian legislators
broadly, this would raise concern about the extent to which conclusions advanced speak to more
general dynamics in Tanzania. Table 10 tests these concerns, using tests that compare whether
the average tendencies of the legislator samples and populations are different across a number of
indicators. Sampling bias is assessed at conventional levels of statistical significance (p < .05) and
established using either difference of means or difference of proportions which compare the sample
and population.

On the whole, the samples of legislators from the Parliament of Tanzania and Zanzibar’s
House of Representatives mirror the whole of their legislative bodies. There is one exception.
Women are under-represented by a 5-6% margin for both legislative bodies. The reasons for this
may be an artifact of the data collection strategy, where the gender distribution of enumerator teams
was uneven (with four male and two female enumerators). Male enumerators actually interviewed
a higher proportion of female legislators than female enumerators, casting some doubt on this
possibility. It may also be that legislators who come to the legislature through party-appointed
quota seats see less value in participating in a survey which emphasized its goal as learning about
how individuals become legislators and their personal political histories. Project descriptions also
spoke to enhancing the way in which legislators dialogue with constituents to improve democratic

45This includes personal constraints, such as extended leave from legislative duties due to health problems or other
governance responsibilities taking priority over attending Parliamentary sessions.
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representation. The latter reason for participation may have garnered less appeal with individuals
whose “constituency” was a party based one, rather than a district’s electorate. Across the other
variables, the samples are statistically similar to the legislative bodies. This holds for demographic
factors, like age and education, as well as other substantively important variables like political
experience, career background, and constituency competitiveness. These latter factors would point
to potential biases that could more directly damage inferences about the qualities of candidates
which drive them to run for office.

F.2 Candidates and Non-Candidate Surveys

Dialogue now turns to the comparably more complex effort to collect data through party-based
surveys.

F.2.1 Data Collection Strategy

The data collection strategy for the research was developed in collaboration with the two major
opposition parties in Tanzania. After the questionnaire was vetted with the parties, the geographic
sampling plan was devised. Due to expense of transporting research teams across Tanzania and the
sparse support for opposition in Tanzania’s hinterlands, a profile of regions where each party has
a strong support base was developed. Regions for each’s party’s surveys were selected from these
regions in order to limit the geographic scope of the project. Regions of Tanzania in which surveys
were administered for CUF were Dar es salaam, Lindi, Mwanza, Mtwara, Pwani, Shinyanga, Simiyu,
and Tabora. For Chadema, the regions included were Arusha, Kilimanjaro, Mara and Tanga. From
this list of regions, districts were identified as being accessible through motor transportation (located
a practical distance from a trunk road, where a local minibus could transport the research team
further into rural areas). From this list, districts were randomly selected.

Once districts were selected, a research timeline was developed such that a research assis-
tant traveled in a single path to visit district offices for proximate regions. Each district convened
members the four respondent groups—losing candidates from the 2010 elections, unsuccessful nom-
ination seekers, and prospective candidates who considered running and were members of the party
youth and women’s wings. Party leaders located in central offices notified each district of the day in
which the research team would arrive in the district. They also tasked district and regional officials
to inform party members meeting participation criteria to report to the district office in the morn-
ing. When en route to a district the day prior, the research assistant verified the reporting date and
time for that particular district. For the most part, this strategy was successful in yielding high
participation rates. Locating unsuccessful candidates sometimes took additional effort, including
telephoning former campaign staff and other notables. The CUF surveys took a total of seventeen
days, while the Chadema surveys presented less challenging travel conditions and lasted nine days.
Both were carried out in July, 2013.

Respondents received instructions about how to complete the survey and were provided
with a pen and envelope to submit their completed self-administered questionnaire. The packet
also contained the informed consent script. Prior to receiving the actual questionnaire, each indi-
vidual was asked to verify that they, in fact, did fit the description of the respondent group they
were taking the survey of. At the completion of the survey, respondents provided the question-
naire to a research assistant in the sealed envelope. In more sparsely populated districts, research
assistants had a discretionary transportation allowance to organize a dala dala (mini-bus) for trans-
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porting respondents back to their homes and villages.46 After travel for survey administration was
completed, the author organized a debrief session with research assistants in order to collect survey
materials.

F.2.2 Sample Representativeness

Showing the representativeness of the candidate and non-candidate samples is more challenging. It
may be possible to establish some parameters of the population of 2010’s losing candidates but the
logistical barriers to doing so in such a large, infrastructure-poor country render doing so impossible
with the available funding for this research. This is because, at least in principle, the members
of this population are known based on registering to run for office with the electoral commissions
of Tanzania and Zanzibar. Unfortunately, candidate registration forms do not include information
like age and education which would allow further comparisons between the losing candidate sample
and the broader set of individuals who failed during the 2010 elections.

To further complicate matters, the population of “prospective, non-candidate” is unobserved
and hence, cannot be known. The sampling design for candidates and non-candidates alike was
by definition not intended to give all individuals an equal or known chance of being selected. By
targeting areas where the opposition parties have modest or strong support, the sample strategy
focused where respondents of substantive importance were most likely to be found while excluding
others in low support regions.

In spite of these challenges, it is nonetheless valuable to get a sense of how participants
in these surveys would compare to the population from which the sample is drawn. Since one
cannot collect such information about the target population, an alternative is to draw upon the
data resources collected through this project and make cautious assessments about how these
individuals should compare to other respondent groups like successful legislative candidates and
average citizens.

Table 11 addresses whether or not the background characteristics of survey respondents
suggests a picture of representativeness. Expectations evaluated in the table are ordinal—that
nominees (election losers) demonstrate higher values of certain variables than nomination losers
which is greater than it is for individuals in youth and women’s wings who did not seek nomi-
nation. Because many of the variables comparable across these groups are of substantive interest
to the broader dissertation project, the discussion here focuses on variables which are either (1)
demographic and lacked strong prior expectations in the text and (2) are useful for comparison
to population-based surveys, such as social group membership. Citizen data are drawn from a
collection carried out in an related project.

Beginning with demographic data, the strongest anticipated similarities are between elec-
tion winners and losers. These individuals shared the greatest number of hurdles on the path to
candidacy and met whatever expectations that existed for parties in terms of “what a candidate
looks like.” Moving down the first two columns of Table 11, one sees that, for the most part, this
expectation holds. In terms of age, marital status, and number of children, legislators and unsuc-
cessful candidates are statistically indistinguishable. There are differences between legislators and
losing candidates in terms of education, but they are modest compared to other respondent groups
and still substantially greater than the average educational attainment of Tanzanians broadly (the

46Due to concerns over potentially violating campaign and party finance laws regarding financial contributions to
a political party, all transactions were documented by specific expense receipts.
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final column of the table). Perhaps unsurprisingly, youth and women’s wing members who con-
sidered candidacy but decided not to run are younger and in earlier in life stages with respect to
marriage, children, and education. Maybe an awareness that they are not quite ready to under-
take the responsibilities of running an election campaign or that they are not of the “right age”
discourages seeking out nominations. In most cases, they are nonetheless older, married at higher
rates, and more educated than average citizens. Nomination seekers fall between candidates and
non-candidates on demographic dimensions mostly. Given that most legislators are married, it
could be that the social status of marriage is important in obtaining a party nomination and the
lower rates of marriage of this group contribute to not being selected to run for office. If voters
view marriage as a shortcut for assessing social maturity and status, then unmarried nomination
seekers are not likely to appeal to political parties.

In the lower half of the table, the differences between the prospective candidate sample and
the average Tanzanian become clear. Across a number of social organizations, one views that the
general rate of civic participation in Tanzania is quite low. Even though party activism can impose
an opportunity cost on an individual’s activity in other civic organizations, survey participants are
significantly more active in trade unions, student governments, and other professional associations
(e.g. NGO boards). Importantly, social membership of legislators and losing candidates for two of
three of the variables is similar, which points to further comparability of these groups. One also
observes that nomination losers have lower rates of participation in civic organizations, perhaps
pointing to the way in which low social valence can contribute to poor nomination prospects.
Finally, the pattern of lower rates of women’s participation in the public sphere holds across these
social organizations as well. Women are the least active of respondents who participated in the
party-based surveys.

Considered together, these results suggest that the the sample of candidates and non-
candidates who were recruited through party-based procedures meet plausible expectations regard-
ing representativeness of the population of potential candidates for office in Tanzania. While the
population of prospective, non-candidates is truly not observable and that of losing candidates and
nomination seekers unobservable in practical terms, analysis of background survey data demon-
strates three points. First, the more election-related hurdles a party-based survey respondent has
crossed, the more they resemble the most elite sample considered (Tanzanian legislators). Second,
this is most pronounced with election losers, whose differences from legislators are more likely to
be observed in what determines election outcomes—campaign strategy and other substantively im-
portant variables. Thirdly, all groups are considerably more “elite” than the average Tanzanian,
suggesting that the group of individuals included in this survey were truly “likely” candidates for
legislative office and look to be in future elections.
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Table 9: Distribution of Respondents

Total Members Ruling Party Opposition

Sample, Both Legislatures 132 64 68
Population, Both Legislatures 433 308 125
AAPOR Response Rate 30.5% 20.8% 54.4%

Sample, Parliament 67 32 35
Population, Parliament 349 259 90
AAPOR Response Rate 19.2% 12.4% 38.9%

Sample, House of Representatives 65 32 33
Population, House of Representatives 84 49 35
AAPOR Response Rate 77.4% 65.3% 94.3%

Note: Two Parliamentary seats were vacant at the time of writing. Response Rates are calculated based on the
American Association for Public Opinion Research Standard Definitions, which can be found here.

Table 10: Sample Representativeness

Parliament Difference House of Representatives Difference
Variable Sample Population Significant? Sample Population Significant?

% Male 29.8% 36.1% Yes 36.9% 42.6% Yes

Mean Birth Year 1963 1961 No 1963 1961 No

% Bachelor’s Degree 35.8% 39.2% No 16.9% 17.0% No

Years Worked in Education
2.15 2.54 No 3.54 2.90 No

Sector (Before Running)

No. of Int. Prof Training
0.41 0.66 No 0.66 0.51 No

Seminars (Before Running)

% CCM Votes, 2010 53.8% 58.9% No 43.5% 45.6% No

Years Political Service
1.97 1.94 No 0.90 1.25 No

(Non-Party, Before Running)
Note: Two Parliamentary seats were vacant at the time of writing.
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Table 11: Opposition Sample Representativeness

Legislator Election Nomination Women’s Youth Citizen
Loser Loser Wing Wing Surveys

Candidacy Age/
40.9 42.3 42.2 37.7 31.2 35.5

Age in 2010
Significant vs.

No No Yes Yes Yes
Legislator? –

% Married w/
83.8 84.6 66.9 69.3 63.6 53.0

One Spouse
Significant vs.

No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Legislator? –

No. of Children 5.0 4.3 3.6 2.9 1.8 3.6

Significant vs.
No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Legislator? –

Mean Education 5.6 4.6 4.1 3.8 4.4 3.8

Significant vs.
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Legislator? –

% Member, Union 30.9 25.0 15.7 8.4 16.2 5.2

Significant vs.
No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Legislator? –

% Member, Student
45.6 30.7 16.9 23.6 29.8 9.1

Government
Significant vs.

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Legislator? –

% Member, Professional
23.5 25.0 14.4 14.2 19.4 12.4

Association
Significant vs.

No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Legislator? –

Note: Two Parliamentary seats were vacant at the time of writing. Values of 3, 4, 5, and 6 for education correspond
with [Completed Primary, Partial Secondary, Completed Secondary, Technical/Teaching Certificate] respectively.

Citizen data are drawn from the resources described in my dissertation.
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G Regressions Showing Controls

Table 12: Firth Logit: Analysis of Strategic Candidacy Decisions

Run for Opposition
β/se

Opposition Nominations Easier 3.07***
(0.856)

No. of Nomination Competitors -0.22**
(0.093)

Perceived Benefit: Lose Primary -2.52
(1.543)

Perceived Benefit: Lose Election 4.28***
(1.496)

Prestige Benefits 0.11**
(0.049)

Material Benefits -0.07*
(0.037)

Ideology Benefits 0.06*
(0.038)

Campaign Cost -0.49*
(0.282)

Risk Aversion 0.62*
(0.330)

Age Quintile 0.29
(0.279)

Education -0.15
(0.277)

Male -0.90
(0.793)

CCM Strength -3.92**
(1.960)

constant -0.65
(3.840)

N 132

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01
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Table 13: Firth Logit: Partisan and Civic Activism and Candidacy

Run for Opposition
β/se

Party Leader: Youth Wing 2.18***
(0.696)

Party Leader: Local Office -0.92
(0.938)

Party Leader: Campaign Team -0.12
(0.663)

Party Leader: Region -3.00***
(0.730)

Party Leader: Secretariat -0.26
(0.552)

Govt Experience -0.76
(0.688)

Civic Activism 0.25*
(0.152)

Years Since Joined Party -0.31***
(0.074)

Years Since “Grassroots” Organizing 0.11**
(0.055)

Age Quintile 0.09
(0.183)

Education -0.20
(0.185)

Male 0.28
(0.561)

Constant 4.36***
(1.661)

N 132

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01
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H Descriptive Statistics

Table 14: Descriptive Statistics for Ruling Party Versus Opposition Legislators

Variable Name Min Max Mean Std. Dev

Ran for Opposition 0 1 0.515 0.501
Opposition Nomination Easier 0 1 0.530 0.501
No. of Nomination Competitors 0 22 6.189 4.325
Perceived Benefit: Losing Primary 0 1 0.945 .225
Perceived Benefit: Losing Election 0 1 0.735 0.443
Prestige Benefits 0 41.667 15.063 9.859
Material Benefits 0 62.500 34.565 13.145
Ideology Benefits 0 66.667 37.929 15.524
Campaign Cost 1 7 2.286 1.601
Risk Tolerance 1 5 2.978 1.390
Benefits of Running for Opposition 3.213 4.015 3.640 .142
Party Leader: Youth Wing 0 1 0.265 0.443
Party Leader: Local Office 0 1 0.076 0.266
Party Leader: Campaign Team 0 1 0.833 0.374
Party Leader: Region Office 0 1 0.424 0.496
Party Leader: Secretariat 0 1 0.530 0.500
Local Govt Experience 0 1 0.182 0.387
Civic Activism 0 8 2.288 1.888
Years Since Joined Party 0 20 12.462 7.183
Years Since “Grassroots” Organizing 0 20 9.143 7.000
Education 3 9 5.962 1.432
Gender 0 1 0.667 0.473
Age Quintile 1 5 3.098 1.419
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